2004 x3 reviews

Both much anticipated and eagerly awaited, it seems like an eternity that we've been waiting for
BMW's X3. After all, it's been four long years since the introduction of the X5 , and that vehicle
has been such a roaring success that it doesn't take a rocket scientist to guess that a smaller,
cheaper version, based on the 3 Series sedan, would be an easy sell. Besides, the X3 is the
semi off-road equivalent of BMW's 3 Series, the automaker's signature sedan and most
probably the strongest nameplate in the entire luxury segment. But, as much of a slam dunk as
that would seem to be, there is much pressure on the X3 to perform. Coming off some
controversial remakes of popular models the 7 Series and Z4 , the X3 has to be an unabashed
hit, both in the handling department where everybody, by and large, expects no less than
another home run and styling where consistent praise has been hard to find recently. For the
latter, the X3 is likely to avoid the barbs thrown the i's and Z4's way. Yes, the front bumper is a
little overdone, with perhaps a little too much Pontiac-like cladding, but from all other angles the
X3 is a sweetheart. The side view is especially appealing, as is the rear. Not even the slightest
quibble need be applied to the X3's handling, however. Despite the high expectations that come
with attaching the flying propeller logo to any vehicle, the new X3 still surprises those
expectations with amazing prowess. Although this will no doubt produce cries of heresy among
the BMW faithful, I prefer the handling of the X3 to that of even the much lauded 3 Series sedan.
In fact, this is the first time I've ever preferred the handling of an SUV to the sedan it is based
on. Nonetheless, while driving over 50 miles of the most sinuous switchbacks I have ever seen
above the Spanish coastline, the X3 scampered, slid and sped through hairpin after hairpin after
hairpin; never once putting a wheel wrong, never once fading its brakes, barely even causing its
DSC electronic stability program to chime in. Much of the credit goes to BMW's
second-generation xDrive all-wheel-drive system, which the company claims is much more
sophisticated than the original. Where the X5's system has a fixed front-to-rear torque split, the
X3 can transmit percent of its power to either the front or rear wheels, and any combination in
between, thanks to a multiplate-clutch center differential. BMW says that by monitoring the
DSC's yaw sensors, xDrive can decide to deliver more torque to the front if it senses oversteer
or to the rear wheels if understeer is present. That it can do this seemlessly, midcorner, with no
discernible feedback to the driver is amazing. That it does so better than BMW's own xi puts it
in a class of its own. Body roll is so well contained that I initially thought the test vehicle was
equipped with BMW's optional sport suspension. In reality, the tester was the base 3. Its
steering is so precise and its turn-in is so immediate it seems a waste of time and ride comfort
to opt for the stiffer suspension. The X3 feels so much lighter, is so much more agile and
handles transitions so much easier that it is in a different league and, consequently, is the new
best-handling SUV available. The X5, and a few other SUVs, still manage superiority in the
engine department, though not as much as I initially anticipated. Unlike previous generations of
BMW sixes, which were all revs and little torque, these latest versions boast double-VANOS,
which is BMW's way of saying that both intake and exhaust camshafts are fully variable. And
despite weighing a substantial 3, pounds, the X3 3. Even below 4, rpm throttle response is
enthusiastic, and at high rpm it fairly sings. Acceleration is a more than competent 7. Compare
that with the 7. Nonetheless, BMW has better technology available. The Valvetronic valve train
that gives the carmaker's new 4. There's probably another 25 horsepower and a corresponding
amount of torque just waiting to be liberated in the 3. Also a shame is that we don't get the 3.
And though it can only boast horsepower, its pound-feet of torque means it's only 0. Inside, the
X3 is more typically BMW than its exterior might have you think. The same cool, crisp lines are
there. Ditto for the spartan Teutonic aesthetics and clear, readable gauges. There are a few
surprises, such as the swooping door grips. There is also a monster watt audio system with 10
speakers available as an option. Though its wheelbase is an inch shorter than the X5's, the X3 is
only an inch shorter overall. Its relatively long wheelbase translates to an interior almost as
roomy as its bigger brother's. Most dimensions are also more generous than the 3 Series sedan
with both front shoulder room and headroom significantly better. There is enough room in the
back to fit two mountain bikes, for which BMW provide an inside rack that mounts on rails in the
trunk area. There are eight airbags, not to mention antilock brakes and the aforementioned
vehicle stability control. There are also a host of safety items such as Park Distance Control
which alerts the driver if something is hidden behind the X3 , a tire-pressure monitor and
optional adaptive headlights that swivel with the steering wheel to illuminate the inside of turns.
It's also worth noting that xDrive is programmed to aid active safety. Below 12 miles per hour,
for instance, the center differential is locked for maximum traction. Above mph admittedly this
being more of a theoretical advantage , the system reverts to rear-wheel drive. And on the X3,
the company's Hill Descent Control HDC , which automatically limits downhill speeds in off-road
conditions, is variable between 4 and 15 mph via buttons on the steering wheel. What remains
to be seen is how BMW prices the X3. The X5 3. That leaves precious little room for the X3 to

squeeze into. Or will BMW price the X3 higher than the equivalent 3 Series, thereby protecting
the sales of its franchise player. Whatever the pricing, compared with the 7 Series and Z4, which
have polarized sentiment, the X3 is likely to get universal acclaim. It's good-looking, performs
well and handles like no other SUV available. It's nice to see the boys from Bavaria back on their
game. Available styles include 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used BMW X3. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Favorite Vehicle that I Have Owned.
Unfortunately during the entire process, my phone was broken, so I couldn't really research
much. The gas tank is The steering is very "tight" feeling, as opposed to other cars I've driven.
This took me about an hour to adjust to how tight the steering really is, and now I will prefer
tight steering going forward. This car is very comfortable, and easy to ride in. It is really
spacious, and NOT cramped at all. In the back, they have the same amount of head space, and
plenty of leg space depending on who they are sitting behind. I have almost NO blind spots. The
visibility in the vehicle is incredible. I have had 1 incident with this car in Dec the original starter
the starter was labeled BMW went out. So far, no other issues, and I wouldn't really say that a 12
year old starter going out was an issue, it was time! I do know, however, that it was difficult for
them to do the work, and it took them several hours, as the starter is located in a hard-to-reach
spot. I use premium gas, as the manual states to do so. My particular model doesn't have a nav
system, it only has the "business stereo" which is pretty basic, but not too shabby. Excellent
heated front seats. A full sunroof, that extends to the back seat. The back trunk isn't too large,
but works well for me, and if I need to haul something that takes up more room, I just put the
back row seats down. The battery is very accessible. The battery is located in the trunk area
under the floor board, and there are charging posts by the battery in the trunk and under the
front hood, so you can be jumped if necessary by front or back. Also, the back cargo door can
not be opened without the battery in or if it is completely dead. If you have to open the back
door, you must climb in the back, lift the back floorboard. In the door there is a small rectangle
opening in the middle. Stick a screw driver in the hole and slide it over, then the back door will
pop open. My seats are leather, and have no cracking as of Feb There are a few spots high-use
areas where the leather dye has warn, but not much, and not noticeable at first glance. This car
does have an auto-headlight feature, and sensor windshield wipers. I haven't quite figured out
the windshield wiper sensors, nor have I put time or effort into that. Read less. The X3 is a great
car. One feels the tightness of the four wheel drive under all conditions. Do not believe those
who criticize the steering and handling of this car, they are off base. The gas mileage is
outstanding for continuous four wheel drive. Not your father's Oldsmobile Love the BMW. Not a
very high price to pay to drive such a responsive automobile. The quality is there and all my
standard options are just starting to become standard on new cars today. You feel real good
driving such a beautiful car. I think there is an elegance that is unique to a BMW owner when
driving this vehicle. The car has been checked and given a thumbs up as to any major,
structural damage. This was three years ago. Seems Sarasota Drilling Company does not
believe in maintaining their equipment as I do. Go figure. They also do not put drivers with a
CDL behind the wheels. It is truly a driving machine. Do NOT skimp on tires. The better the tire,
the better the handling. Sound system is outstanding. Visibility is excellent unlike other SUVs I
have driven. NO Blindspots! I have also owned the X3 and a i. These cars are excellent
investments as based on the resale value that they hold. Assembled in Austria and the Engine
is from Germany. Lots of PEP in this little car! When i first drove the X3, being that it is now 8
years old, i expected it to not be very tight. I expexted a little bit of slop in the suspension, leaks,
breaking that wasnt as good as it once was. Boy was i surprised, this X3 handles like my i and
still has a nice stiff ride. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 3 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the X3. Sign Up. Unfortunately during the entire process, my phone was broken, so I couldn't
really research much. The gas tank is The steering is very "tight" feeling, as opposed to other

cars I've driven. This took me about an hour to adjust to how tight the steering really is, and
now I will prefer tight steering going forward. This car is very comfortable, and easy to ride in. It
is really spacious, and NOT cramped at all. In the back, they have the same amount of head
space, and plenty of leg space depending on who they are sitting behind. I have almost NO
blind spots. The visibility in the vehicle is incredible. I have had 1 incident with this car in Dec
the original starter the starter was labeled BMW went out. So far, no other issues, and I wouldn't
really say that a 12 year old starter going out was an issue, it was time! I do know, however, that
it was difficult for them to do the work, and it took them several hours, as the starter is located
in a hard-to-reach spot. I use premium gas, as the manual states to do so. My particular model
doesn't have a nav system, it only has the "business stereo" which is pretty basic, but not too
shabby. Excellent heated front seats. A full sunroof, that extends to the back seat. The back
trunk isn't too large, but works well for me, and if I need to haul something that takes up more
room, I just put the back row seats down. The battery is very accessible. The battery is located
in the trunk area under the floor board, and there are charging posts by the battery in the trunk
and under the front hood, so you can be jumped if necessary by front or back. Also, the back
cargo door can not be opened without the battery in or if it is completely dead. If you have to
open the back door, you must climb in the back, lift the back floorboard. In the door there is a
small rectangle opening in the middle. Stick a screw driver in the hole and slide it over, then the
back door will pop open. My seats are leather, and have no cracking as of Feb There are a few
spots high-use areas where the leather dye has warn, but not much, and not noticeable at first
glance. This car does have an auto-headlight feature, and sensor windshield wipers. I haven't
quite figured out the windshield wiper sensors, nor have I put time or effort into that. The X3 is a
great car. One feels the tightness of the four wheel drive under all conditions. Do not believe
those who criticize the steering and handling of this car, they are off base. The gas mileage is
outstanding for continuous four wheel drive. Love the BMW. Not a very high price to pay to
drive such a responsive automobile. The quality is there and all my standard options are just
starting to become standard on new cars today. You feel real good driving such a beautiful car. I
think there is an elegance that is unique to a BMW owner when driving this vehicle. The car has
been checked and given a thumbs up as to any major, structural damage. This was three years
ago. Seems Sarasota Drilling Company does not believe in maintaining their equipment as I do.
Go figure. They also do not put drivers with a CDL behind the wheels. It is truly a driving
machine. Do NOT skimp on tires. The better the tire, the better the handling. Sound system is
outstanding. Visibility is excellent unlike other SUVs I have driven. NO Blindspots! I have also
owned the X3 and a i. These cars are excellent investments as based on the resale value that
they hold. Assembled in Austria and the Engine is from Germany. Lots of PEP in this little car!
When i first drove the X3, being that it is now 8 years old, i expected it to not be very tight. I
expexted a little bit of slop in the suspension, leaks, breaking that wasnt as good as it once was.
Boy was i surprised, this X3 handles like my i and still has a nice stiff ride. I have had my X3 for
10 years and will never purchase another BMW. It started out with having a faulty rim. I then
have had 10 window regulators replaced, starting within the first year of ownership. Now the
transfer case motor has failed. I have only put , miles on my car in the 10 years I have owned it.
You failed BMW. I will not be a repeat customer. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the X3. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. X3 model: All X3
models 3. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Not your father's Oldsmobile
Items per page:. Write a review See all X3s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the X3. Sign Up.
Great deal. Staff met after hours. They were unaware if some issues and maintenance needed
on the vehicle. The car runs great just needed window repairs done. Love Bmw's. Love how it
handles, it is just a really great car to drive. I can go 90 miles an hour before I realize it-it rides
that smooth. I feel good driving this car and I have owned my share of cars. Pros: Powerful
responsive car. Looks good and very comfortable seats. Fun car with double sunroof. Head
turner even early models. Cons: Lack of storage like sunglasses and personal items. She is
thirty-gas, augh! Bmw X3 â€” it is a very beautiful car is good that it isn't as big as a bmw x5,
but however it isn't as big to be a good family car, i think that the perfect size it's of the new
bmw x3, bigger than an old x3 and smaller than an x5. The power is ok, because is less than an
x5 that is too much powerful. Great Vehicle For The Price! BMW is known for expensive repair
costs. The car has been garaged during my ownership and the body and interior is in good
shape! This is an excellent car, had great TLC!! Pros: SUV storage, durability, yet small enough
to fit in compact parking spaces. Cons: BMWs are pricy to fix. But that is BMW No â€” it's
powreful with excellent handling ,but the 3. The BMW was as powerful and much smoother on
the road. My ML was sturdy and dependable, but not as nicely appointed. Both are great
highway cars, but my next car will be a BMW! The boot is bigger than the X5. Only downside so
far is that the paint has started peeling off the steering wheel. Cons: Winter fuel consumption is

about 10mpg less than in the summer. I m Android user i that was 1 of the strong don t like
features cause i didn t choose the X3. Other were the price. On i bought one Read More. Love
it-- ended up buying. The BMW was our favorite. The seats were incredibly comfortable and it
rode smooth. Nice sporty car with a good amount of storage for a compact SUV. This car has
every feature I wanted. Its very comfortable. Its missing the sirius xm radio. PROS Powerful
engine with a great sounding exhaust. Roomy interior - used to be the size of older X5s. M
Steering wheel and head-up display are the best in the bus Like the car. Looks good, not sure if
it has a sunroof or not. Thats important to me. The X3 is fun to drive and if you get the M40i
version, loaded, you will be supremely happy. I passed. Excellent car very clean and
ford ranger tail light
99 lincoln navigator air suspension
toyota sienna firing order
presented nicely, easy to work with, very professional. Have you driven a BMW X3? Rank This
Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Sean
writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. GuruG2N writes:. Milan writes:. Amanda says:. Great
handling, gas mileage, and it looks beautiful. Just an all around good car. Is this helpful? Back
Seats:. Pignolino96 writes:. Pros: it isn't as big as a bmw x5 or audi Q7. Cons: fuel costs too
much. Steve writes:. Cons: quality. Bill writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros:
Performance and utility combination. Cons: I don't still have one! Phil writes:. Reviews From
Other Years. Read all BMW X3 reviews. Read all 8 BMW X3 reviews. Read all 12 BMW X3
reviews. Cars compared to BMW X3. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used X3 in your area? Pros: it isn't as big as a bmw x5 or audi
Q7 Cons: fuel costs too much 1 of 11 people found this review helpful.

